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Abstract

High level features such as phone and word n-grams
have been shown to be effective for speaker recogni-
tion, particularly when used along side traditional acous-
tic speaker recognition techniques. The applicability of
these high-level recognition systems is impeded by the
large training data requirements needed to build robust
and stable speaker models. This paper describes an ex-
tension to an existing phone n-gram based speaker recog-
nition technique, whereby MAP adaptation is used in the
speaker model training process. Results obtained for the
NIST 2003 Speaker Recognition Extended Data Task in-
dicate that a significant improvement in performance can
be gained through the use of this model estimation tech-
nique. In our tests, we were able to improve performance
over the baseline system, and at the same time, halved the
training data requirement. Further experimentation using
MAP adaptation on word n-gram models also showed im-
provement over baseline results, suggesting that the tech-
nique could be applied to other multinomial distribution
feature sets.

1. Introduction

Traditional approaches to automatic speaker recognition
only consider the acoustic properties of speech that are
governed by the mechanics of the voice production sys-
tem. Spontaneous and conversational speech, contains
not only acoustic information, but sources of high-level
information such as linguistic content, pronunciation id-
iosyncrasies, idiolectal word usage, prosody and speak-
ing style. In recent years, there has seen an increased
interest in the use of these high-level features of informa-
tion for automatic speaker recognition. Research has ex-
panded from only using the acoustic content of speech to
trying to utilise all levels of speaker specific information
in order to achieve superior speaker recognition perfor-
mance. This expansion has been motivated by the belief
that estimation of these high-level features will be more
robust to different acoustic conditions.

Doddington’s [1] preliminary experiments into the

use of high-level features using the SwitchBoard cor-
pus [2] sparked this new research interest. He explored
the possibility of using the lexical content of speech for
speaker recognition. His approach used word n-gram
statistics gathered from recorded conversational speech
as features for the recognition process. This technique,
although simple, gave impressive results especially when
used alongside traditional acoustic features as a source of
complementary information.

Motivated by the work of Doddington [1], Andrewset
al. [3, 4] went on to successfully apply similar techniques
to phone n-gram statistics in order to capture speaker pro-
nunciation idiosyncrasies. This approach made use of
parallel phone streams from multiple open-loop phone
recognisers, each trained for a different language, us-
ing a similar front end to that used in Parallel Phonetic
Recognition with Language Modelling (PPRLM) sys-
tems [5]. Previously, PPRLM systems have been success-
fully used for high-performance, extendable language
identification. In the phonetic speaker recognition sys-
tem, using multiple languages was found to give superior
performance over any single language system. The use
of multiple language phone recognisers also introduced a
degree of language independence to the recognition pro-
cess. This technique for speaker recognition gave encour-
aging results, and was found to be a useful complemen-
tary feature set when used in conjunction with short-term
acoustic features.

The research of Andrews and Doddington showed
word and phone n-gram based models to be promising
for speaker recognition, however, good performance was
really only achieved when large amounts of training data
was provided. Reduced training scenarios resulted in un-
der trained models, providing little or no benefit. Conse-
quently, the practical applicability of these techniques is
greatly restricted.

Initial research into the use of high-level features has
focused on characterising high-level knowledge sources
and defining new features sets. Now that many of the
useful features for speaker recognition have been identi-
fied, an obvious next step is to further develop the clas-
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sification and modelling techniques, and to analyse and
improve performance of these systems under restricted
testing and training conditions. In particular, techniques
need to be developed to improve performance under lim-
ited training data situations.

This paper presents the application ofMaximum A
Posteriori (MAP) adaptation [6] to the techniques de-
scribed by Doddington and Andrews. This is motivated
by the success of MAP adaptation in limited training
conditions for Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based
acoustic speaker recognition [7, 8, 9] and automatic
speech recognition. In the MAP adaptation process, the
parameters of a Universal Background Model (UBM) are
used as a base model and are adjusted toward the speech
of the target speaker. This has the advantages of prior in-
formation being tied into the modelling process and nu-
meric stability of the parameters of the target speaker
model. The introduction of this adaptive learning ap-
proach improved the robustness of the speaker models
over the basicMaximum Likelihood(ML) distribution es-
timates.

Section 2 of this document describes the baseline
phonetic speaker recognition system implemented. This
is followed in Section 3, by a description of the new MAP
adapted modelling technique trialed. In Section 4, results
are presented for trials on the NIST 2003 Extended Data
Task data set. Finally, in Section 5, the application of the
MAP adaptation techinique to idiolect/lexical features is
considered.

2. Phonetic N-gram Speaker Modelling

The baseline phonetic speaker recognition system is de-
rived from the system described in [4] - where speaker
specific information is captured by analysing sequences
of phone labels produced by open-loop phone recognis-
ers. Andrews approach was to compare relative frequen-
cies of n-gram tokens that are estimated through sim-
ple multinomial distributions, allowing for the capturing
of recognised phonetic patterns of individual speakers.
When scoring, each phone transcription is tested against
Phonetic Speaker Models(PSM) and aUniversal Back-
ground Phonetic Models(UBPM) using a traditional like-
lihood ratio test (LRT).

The likelihood estimates for a modelm, is estimated
from the training data using

lm(k) =
Cm(k)∑N

n=1 Cm(n)
, (1)

wherek represents an n-gram token, andCm(k) is the
frequency counts of the tokenk in the training data.

The test segment score is the log likelihood ra-
tio (LLR) of the speaker likelihood to background like-

lihood and is given by

Λ =
∑

k(w(k) · log[lTM (k)− lBM (k)])∑
k w(k)

, (2)

wherew(k) is a weighting function for tokenk, based
on the the countC(k) of the token in the test segment
and a discounting factor,d. The weighting function is
calculated as

w(k) = C(k)1−d (3)

The discounting factor,d, has permissible values be-
tween 0 and 1. Ford = 0 there is no discounting. For
d = 1 there is absolute discounting, meaning a particular
n-gram token will contribute the same increment to the
total score regardless of the number of times that n-gram
token occurs.

Doddington [1] and Andrews [4] found that improved
performance could be achieved by ignoring infrequent n-
grams due to the inaccuracies in modelling these infre-
quent events. To this end, the baseline system was de-
veloped to take a pruning thresholdcmin as an additional
parameter. N-grams that occur less thancmin times in
the background training data were ignored in the scoring
process.

Andrews used this phonetic speaker recognition pro-
cess on phone streams produced by multiple language
open-loop phone streams. Andrews’ described the tran-
scriptions produced by ‘off’-language recognisers asre-
fracted phone transcriptions. These refracted streams
of phones are capable of providing speaker information
which is complementary to the true language’s phonetic
transcription.

After test segment scores are calculated for each
phone stream, the scores are fused together to generate an
overall score for the test segment. In the baseline system
created for this study, a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)
neural net architecture implemented using theLNKnet
pattern classification software [10], was used to fuse the
individual scores.

3. MAP Adapted Modelling

In the baseline system the ML criterion (Equation 1) was
used to train each PSM using the set of n-gram frequen-
cies extracted from the model training data. In order
to combat data sparsity issues, and improve the robust-
ness of the models, we propose to tie prior information
about a model’s parameters into each speaker’s PSM. The
Bayesian learning framework and MAP estimation algo-
rithms provide us with methods to do this.

Lee [6] outlined a MAP estimation solution applica-
ble to multinomial densities which we have adapted for
this work. The MAP solution used for the n-gram fre-
quencies can be expressed as

l̃m(k) =
C̃m(k)∑N

n=1 C̃m(n)
(4)



The MAP re-estimated count is calculated using the
speaker specific n-gram frequencies, from the training
data, along with the hyper-parametersv(k). This re-
estimated count can be expressed as

C̃m(k) = Cm(k) + v(k)− 1, (5)

which optimally combines the n-gram frequency counts
from the training data with prior knowledge of the model
parameter distributions expressed inv(k). If we take the
UBPM as an estimation of thea priori n-gram frequency
expectations,v(k) becomes simply a weighted expres-
sion of the UBPM. By imposing the condition

v(k) = αCBM (k) + 1, (6)

Equation 5 becomes

C̃m(k) = Cm(k) + αCBM (k), (7)

whereα is an adaptation weight in the range (0, 1). In
the limit of no adaptation data, this reverts back to the
background model, while converging to the ML solution
for infinite training data. This MAP adaptation solution
ensures numeric stability in the models and should ef-
fectively cancel the need for the use ofad hocpruning
thresholds.

The scores from each language were fused using the
same MLP neural network structure used for the baseline
system.

4. Experiments

4.1. Database

The baseline and adapted systems were evaluated and
compared using data from the NIST 2003 Speaker
Recognition Evaluation Extended Data Task (NIST EDT)
[11]. (For further information see [12]). The NIST EDT
evaluation uses data from the SwitchBoard-II Phase 2 and
3 corpora [2].

Along with the audio data, NIST provided phone
level transcriptions for five different languages, courtesy
of R523 (Department of Defense). For consistency with
published results, these transcriptions were used as the
open-loop phone streams in our experiments.

During the development of both the baseline and
MAP adaptive systems, a development data set consist-
ing of the male speakers from splits 1-4 of the NIST EDT
evaluation data was used. This development data set was
used to tune the various parameters of the recognition
systems, and also to train the neural network used for
fusing results from multiple languages. Once the systems
were calibrated, overall results were obtained using both
male and female speaker sets from remaining evaluation
splits (5-10) and all five language phone streams.
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Figure 1:DET plot for tri-phone baseline system for dif-
ferent values of the pruning thresholdcmin. Results are
for male tests of splits 1-4 using English phone streams
only and 8 conversations for training.

4.2. Baseline System Performance

The system was tested on the development splits using
both bi-phone (n=2) and tri-phone (n=3) models. As
an initial experiment, the effect of the pruning thresh-
old cmin on detection performance was examined. Fig-
ure 1 shows detection-error tradeoff (DET) curves for a
tri-phone system trained on 8 conversations using English
phones only. The curves represent results for several val-
ues ofcmin. Examining Figure 1, it can be seen that a
pruning threshold ofcmin = 500 for the tri-phone system
offers the best performance. Using this pruning threshold
improved the equal error rate (EER) to 19% from an un-
pruned EER of 23%. The same experiments performed
on the bi-phone system, varying the pruning threshold,
revealed that no benefit was gained by removing infre-
quent n-grams and that a pruning threshold ofcmin = 0
was more appropriate.

Both the bi-phone and tri-phone baseline results were
obtained without discounting (d = 0). In the baseline
experiments, the use of absolute discounting (d = 1)
for tri-phones gave a marginal performance increase, but
degraded performance when used with bi-phone models.

Although in previous studies tri-phone models have
been chosen [3, 4], our experiments on the NIST 2003
Extended Task Data resulted in bi-phone models out per-
forming tri-phone models by a considerable amount. Fig-
ure 2 shows a comparison of the tuned baseline bi-phone
and tri-phone systems for 8 and 4 conversations training
data. The plot shows that in the tests carried out, the tri-
phone models perform worse for both training conditions.
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Figure 2: DET plot comparing tri-phone models (using
cmin = 500) and bi-phone models for 8 and 4 conver-
sations training. Results are for male tests of splits 1-4
using English phone streams only.

Also of particular note, is the quite substantial increase in
EER for the tri-phone system when the training data is
reduced from 8 to 4 conversations. The EER of the sys-
tem using the tri-phone models increases from 18% for
8 conversations to 27% for 4 conversations, compared to
an increase from 12% to 15% for the bi-phone models.

The inferior performance of the tri-phone models,
in particular the poor performance with 4 conversations
training suggests that many of the tri-phone tokens in the
target models may be under-trained. The focus of the rest
of the experiments was to try and improve the stability
and performance of the tri-phone models, in particular
when trained with reduced amounts of data.

4.3. MAP Adapted System Performance

Tri-phone models were generated using the MAP adap-
tation estimates discussed in Section 3. Initial experi-
ments were carried out using the development data splits.
Different MAP weightingsα were trialed, and results
compared against the baseline maximum likelihood tri-
phone system. Figure 3 shows a DET plot comparing the
adapted model systems using different values ofα for 8
conversations training data. The dashed curve represents
the baseline maximum likelihood tri-phone system per-
formance. The plot shows that using the adaptive mod-
els increased performance considerably, and that all MAP
configurations tested gave improved performance over
ML models. Best performance was achieved when using
a MAP adaptation weightα in the range (0.005, 0.025).
With a MAP weighting ofα = 0.01, a relative improve-
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Figure 3:Comparison of MAP adapted models for differ-
ent values ofα. Results are for male tests of splits 1-4
using English phone streams only with 8 conversations
training.

ment of 44% was achieved over the ML estimates.
A reduced training set experiment was also conducted

using only 4 conversations for training. Figure 4 shows
the resulting DET curves. One can see from this plot that
a vast improvement over the ML models is achieved when
the MAP adapted models are used. Once again, all MAP
models outperformed ML models, with best performance
being achieved using a MAP adaptation weightα in the
range (0.005, 0.01). Using the MAP adapted models with
α = 0.01 gave a 52% relative performance improvement
over the baseline ML estimate system.

The excellent results obtained using MAP adapted
models under the 4 conversation training condition sup-
port the hypothesis of data sparsity issues for tri-phone
models using ML training. Results also show that the
MAP system is relatively insensitive to different values
of the MAP adaptation weightingα, indicating that MAP
adaptation is a robust method for modelling.

4.4. Overall Fused Results

The overall performance of the baseline and adapted sys-
tems using all languages was evaluated using the remain-
ing splits (5-10) of the evaluation data. Scores for all
languages were fused together using a multi-layer per-
ceptron neural network. The MLP was constructed using
the LNKnet [10] software package and was trained using
the scores obtained on the development splits (1-4).

Overall results were obtained for the tuned baseline
systems using bi-phone and tri-phone ML models, and
the newly developed system using MAP adapted models.
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Figure 4:Comparison of MAP adapted models for differ-
ent values ofα. Results are for male tests of splits 1-4
using English phone streams only with 4 conversations
training.

For the final system, a MAP weighting ofα = 0.01 was
chosen. Figure 5 shows the resulting DET curves. Re-
sults are shown for both the 8 and 4 conversation training
conditions.
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Figure 5:Overall Fused Language Results.

Table 1 shows a summary of these results in terms of
Equal Error Rate and the minimum Detection Cost Func-
tion (DCF) criterion [11] used in the NIST 2003 evalu-
ation. The results show that the MAP adapted models
had superior performance over both ML systems in terms
of detection cost and EER, for both training conditions.
It is also interesting to note that the MAP adapted mod-

8conv 4conv
EER DCF EER DCF

Bi-phone ML 12.94% 0.0599 16.57% 0.0669
Tri-phone ML 14.44% 0.0660 20.73% 0.0899
Tri-phone MAP 10.12% 0.0485 12.70% 0.0566

Table 1:Overall Phonetic Speaker Recognition Results

els when trained with 4 conversations, outperformed the
ML models using 8 conversations for training. We have
been able to effectively halve the training data require-
ments, whilst still improving on overall recognition ac-
curacy, prior to fusing these features with a traditional
acoustic speaker recognition system.

5. Lexical Experiments

As a further test, the MAP adaptation modelling tech-
nique was trialed on a system using word n-gram fea-
tures, to see if adaptation could improve the performance
of other n-gram based models. The system is similar to
that described in [1]. Results were obtained for a baseline
ML bi-gram system and using MAP adapted models. A
MAP weightingα = 0.01 was used. Results were ob-
tained using NIST 2003 SRE EDT evaluation data. Fig-
ure 6 shows DET curves for the two systems for both 8
and 4 conversations training data.

The results show that an improvement is gained by us-
ing MAP adaptation for our lexical models. The EER is
reduced to 14% (from 17%) for the 8 conversation train-
ing condition, and to 19% (from 23%) for 4 conversa-
tions.
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Figure 6:Lexical results



These results suggest that the MAP adaptation tech-
nique outlined in this paper could be applied to other
multinomial distribution based features to improve the
numeric stability and robustness of the models.

6. Conclusions

Motivated by model sparsity issues identified in reduced
training conditions for the NIST 2003 EDT, a new mod-
elling technique was developed for the phonetic n-gram
system. Under this technique, MAP adaptation was used
to incorporate prior distribution information (estimated
from a UBPM) into the speaker models. Trials using this
technique showed a marked improvement in performance
over baseline results under all training conditions. The
newly developed MAP adapted tri-phone models trained
with 4 conversations was also shown to outperform the
best performing baseline ML system using 8 conversa-
tions for training. In other words, a halving of the train-
ing data requirement for the models was achieved, whilst
at the same time, an improvement in speaker recognition
performance was gained.

Results gathered from tests of the adaptation tech-
nique on word n-gram based models also suggest that the
technique can be successfully applied to other multino-
mial distribution based classifiers.
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